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'scoping document' full of raw material. I've 
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verbatim—eg. Weedon paper on birds—
mostly as an in-house reference for LCC. 
Ultimately these will be much condensed 
and adapted for any pdf, online, or printed 

versions of the Atlas.
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Cover:  Topography from IfSAR elevation model, rendered oblique in ArcScene.  ●  This image: Fire haze 
dims boreal tundra at Nánde Héeni Yei Kéich Yé, sits in water facing north (Three Guardsmen Pass).

Place names convention: In my writ-
ing and cartography since publication 
of Haa L’éelk’w Hás Aani Saax’ú: Our 

grandparents’ names on the land (Thorn-
ton & Martin eds 2012: abbreviated 

"T&M12"), I’ve used Lingít place names 
whenever available, followed by transla-
tion in italic, and IWGN (important white 

guy ) in parentheses. Example: Kadigooni 
X’áat’, island with spring water (Spuhn 

Island). Euro-names are typically distract-
ing preemptions. Where the Lingít went 
unrecorded I default to the IWGN, often 

acknowledging its inadequacy with a 
parenthetical "(noTN?)" Lingít names are 
listed in Appendix 5, and shown on maps 

throughout this Atlas.
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At the northern tip of Southeast 
Alaska's inland waterway, 5 silt-laden 
transboundary rivers—fanned like 
fingers of a giant hand—converge into a 
fertile, glacier-fed 'palm: ' Jilkáat, cache 
(Chilkat River valley; originally from 
Eyak). Near the estuary, the port of 
Deishú, trail's end (Haines) greets rain-
country travelers bound for drier, boreal 
realms in Canada and interior Alaska. 
Here is one of the continent's great 
ecotones—a zone of transition, connec-
tivity, genetic mixing, and commerce. 

In early winter, 2019, a coalition of 
Deishú-based organizations invited me 
(Carstensen) to compile a biogeograph-
ic and cultural atlas for this region. 

Featured landscapes
These areas, listed roughly from coast to interior, 
are not included in this document but removed to 
a separate atlas. Unlike the hyperlinked contents 
above, clicking on these will not take you to these
chapters.

1 SÍt'i X'aayÍ, glacier point (Davidson/Rainbow)
2 Léix'w Noow, ochre fort (Paradise Cove/Mud Bay)
3 Deishú, end of trail (Haines)
4 Yandeist’akyé-Geisán (Yindastuki-Ripinski)
5 Lkoot, storehouse (Chilkoot Lake outlet village)
6 Dayeisáank'i, Dayei little cove (Taiyasanka Harbor)
7 Dakhéen, inland river (Takhin River & glaciers)
8 Dakshaa, inland (Takshanuk Range/10-18-mile)
9 Áa ka, on the lake (Chilkat Lake)
10 Tlákw.aan, eternal village (Klukwan/Tsirku fan)
11 Little Salmon marshes [noTN?]
12 Xuni'i Áa (Mosquito Lake)
13 Yéil Héeni, raven's river (Kelsall/Turtle Rock)
14 T'ahéeni, king salmon river (Tahini River)
15 Upper L'ehéeni (Klehini-Glacier-Porcupine
16 Border/Jarvis Glacier  [noTN?]
17 Nánde Héeni Yei Kéich Yé, (3 Guardsmen)
18 Géelák'w, little mountain pass (into Dry Bay country)
19 Divide plateau (Kelsall Lake)
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Greater Chilkat Watershed 
lies in a sudden rainshad-
ow, N-&-W of Glacier Bay 
National Park. Canadian 
tributaries add 865 mi2 to 

the 1,025 mi2 of the Alaskan 
part of this basin, thus 

comprising 46% of GCW's  
total 1,890 mi2 . 

22 biogeographic 
provinces defined 

originally by USFS 
that we modified for 
the 2007 Audubon-
TNC Conservation 
Assessment. Prov-

ince #4 overlaps with 
Greater Chilkat 

Watershed as 
detailed on 
next page.

Introduction
What's a 'living 
atlas?'
Because "atlas," espe-
cially in its printed form, 
might conjure something static 
or 'finished,' we call this evolv-
ing effort a living atlas. Our intent is 
that this collection of maps and stories 
continues to grow, beyond the conclusion 
of any one contract or funding cycle. In its 
online form—JuneauNature>GCW—the atlas is 
interactive, a means of coordinating and soliciting 
contributions from the Chilkat Valley community, 
as much an identification of gaps and unknowns as a 
report on what we do know. 1

I, Richard Carstensen, live 80 miles south of Deishú—
in Áak'w and T'aaku Aaní, land of Auk and Taku people—
and have never resided in the Greater Chilkat. I've devoted my 
career to study of Southeast Alaska, and love it all equally. Hopefully, then, I'm 
both unbiased (well, sort of) and rather uniquely qualified to pass this judgement: 
Jilkáat and Jilkoot Aaní, land of Chilkat & Chilkoot people, has the most sceni-
cally stunning and ecologically diverse homeland of any of the 30-or-so human 
communities sprinkled throughout Alaska's Panhandle. 2 

1  ESRI—our host at ArcGIS Online, and providers for decades of GIS software used by Discovery 
Southeast—uses "living atlas" in a similar way. Although their scope is global and ours provincial, 
ESRI's ArcGIS Living Atlas of the World is similarly evolving, cloud-based, and beholden to the 
energy of its user community.  https://enterprise.arcgis.com/en/portal/latest/use/what-is-living-atlas.htm    

2  As for scenic relief, granted, viewsheds of Gustavus and Yakutat boast taller mountains, but 
those 12-to-18K-footers are so distant they lack the 'punch' of, for example, Yéil Áx' Sh Wulgeigi 
Yé, where raven swung (Mt Sinclair region) 'only' 6,330 feet tall but 10 times closer. Glacier Bay 

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/places/southeast-alaska/chilkat-province/
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Defining home  There are many ways to delineate 
landscape units according to ecological and social 
attributes, and I've participated in some of them. 
In 2005, as part of the steering committee for the 
Audubon-TNC conservation assessment for South-
east Alaska (Schoen & Dovichin, eds, 2007; Smith, 
ed, 2016), I helped TNC's Dave Albert expand the 
US Forest Service's 16 biogeographic provinces, 
which covered only lands within Tongass National 
Forest. We added 2 more—Glacier Bay and Chilkat-
area—for lands outside the Tongass, then subdivid-
ed an oversized 400-mile-long mainland province 
into 5 units, yeilding 22 biogeographic provinces 
from Yaakwdáat canoe rebounded (Yakutat) to Tàan 
Lunáa, sea lion promontory (Cape Chacon). 3

Those 22 island and mainland units were about 
the right size for a Southeast-wide assessment. Our 
Chilkat province—pink on map, right—was clipped 
to the Canadian border and included all watersheds 
exiting past the towns of Haines and Shgagwei, 
windy white caps (Skagway). It comes close to 
fitting the idea of "Greater Chilkat Watershed," as used by folks at Lynn Canal Conser-
vation. The Takshanuk Watershed Council likewise defines their 'turf' as the Jilkáat, 

and Yakutat have plant diversity keyed to great elevational range, but lacking in the huge precipitation 
gradient—and corresponding habitat array—of the Greater Chilkat rainshadow. 

As for ecological diversity, there are several approaches to measurement. Alpha, beta & gamma 
diversity address species richness within and across communities, expanding to regional scale. 
Structural diversity addresses differences between, for example, an open woodland or closed 
forest. Although we lack numbers for both approaches, diversity is addressed conceptually in the 
Section>Chapter titled Habitats>Measures of diversity. 

3  Ecological Subsections are a finer-resolution multi-agency mapping effort defining 73 units in 
Southeast (Nowacki et al 2001). But those Subsections were defined more by geology and abiotic 
features than utility in conservation planning. In the Audubon-TNC assessment, we went with the older 
biogeographic provinces. 

Alternative boundaries: Audubon-TNC's Chilkat biogegraphic province 
in pink. Kwáan boundaries green-outlined. Alaska-British-Columbia 

border dashed. Greater Chilkat Watershed—outlined in red—intersects 
all and excludes portions of each.

Lkoot, storehouse (Chilkoot), and Dayeisáank'i 
Héen, little cove river (Ferebee) watersheds.

This atlas adheres to that definition—the custom-
ary 'use area' for residents of Haines and Tlakw'áan, 
eternal town (Klukwan). Accordingly, we've 
removed the watersheds of Skagway and Dayéi, 
to pack (Dyea)—which lie beyond the LCC-TWC 
bailiwick. Most exciting to me, as a rather parochial 
Southeast cartographer with limited experience or 
resources outside Alaska, we're reaching northwest 
across the Canadian border to farthest limits of 
tributaries feeding Jilkáat—red-outlined on this 
map. This adds 46% to the size of Greater Chilkat 
Watershed, and draws both moldy Alaskans and 
thirsty Canadians through permeable customs into 
'exotic terrain.'

Of all borders and 'use-areas' depicted on this 
map. the Jilkáat and Jilkoot Kwáans, or Aaní, 4 are 
most venerable and ecologically attuned—green 
outlines on the map. Converging at the mouth of 
Jilkáat, cache (Chilkat River) they hint at ancestral 

power-positioning relative to transboundary trading routes. Gustavus naturalist Greg 
Streveler—the broadest thinker I know in northern Lingít Aaní—pointed out to me 
recently that Jilkáat Aaní is ecologically young: raw, burned, glacially and fluvially 
plowed, and rearranged. In contrast, Jilkoot Aaní—at least much of its coastal portion—
is closer to the Lingít maritime norm, with actual old-growth forest, especially when 
moving southward down the great fiord toward my home in Áak'w Aaní.

How do these profound ecological differnces play out in stories and personalities of 
our northernmost kwáans and clans? These are not questions I can, or should, answer, 
but we can ask them of elders and culture bearers.

4  Kwáan, and AanÍ, are geographic concepts with no perfect one-word translation in English. Discussion 
is in Culture>Deep history. 

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/places/southeast-alaska/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/places/southeast-alaska/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/places/southeast-alaska/
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Featured landscapes  
Scanning and assembling historical series from 
State Forest airphoto missions, I find myself 
returning repeatedly to certain areas: Sít'i X'aayí, 
glacier point (Davidson); Tsirku fan, Little 
Salmon, Jarvis Glacier [noTN?], and many 
others. For any of these locations I can (and 
have!) quickly cobbled together many pages with 
with these photo resources, other map layers, 
and stories&images solicited from residents 
and explorers. With Jessica and Eric I began to 
discuss ways to present 'sub-atlases' for such 
Featured Chilkat landscapes. There are 19 of 
these, as of summer 2021.

Since inclusion of these sub-site descriptions 
into the master GCW atlas would double its 
already large size, they're being organized as a 
separate pdf document, and as sub-pages of the 
Greater Chilkat page on JuneauNature on which 
to hang links and downloads—analogous to the 
dozen watershed pages in our Áakw-&-T'aaku 
section. 

Index map for the Featured landscapes atlas. Exact 
boundaries are not yet fixed as of midsummer 2021. 
Input from GCW residents is welcomed as we 'flesh 
out these descriptions. Also—would you be willing 
to help provide captions to maps in areas you know 
well? If so, please contact me!

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/places/southeast-alaska/chilkat-province/featuredlandscapes/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/places/southeast-alaska/chilkat-province/
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Understanding maps  
Maps of many dates and scales and sources are 
presented in this Atlas. As a cartographer, it's 
tempting to expound at length in this Intro on their 
assembly, limits of credibility etc. But such an 
approach might off-put content-seekers uninter-
ested in method. Those who do desire cartographic 
background ("metadata" in regrettably multisyllab-
ic-&-soporific geo-speak) can geek out with me in 
Appendix 2.

For now, I'll only point out that at broad scales, 
my maps are hillshade-based, with shadows gener-
ated from elevation models that know the height 
of terrain. At finer scales, 1 —scenes of, say, a 
few square miles or less—I typically switch to 
orthophotos (downward or 'nadir' aerials rectified 
to serve as maps). Only when zoomed in close 
do details of forest canopy or wetland vegetation 
make sense to human eyes. Farther out (or up, in 
eagle:raven aero-talk) mere 20/20 vision can't tell 
spruce from cottonwood, and ortho-detail fuzzes 
into meaningless white-noise. Most maps should 
feel uncluttered.

Appendices are the best home for stuff affi-
cionados savor—while Introductions are better 
winnowed to what authors hope any reader might 
pause to ponder. 

An introductory thought, to mull as you leap 
or tiptoe through this Atlas; Is there really any 

1 Technical meanings of small- vs large scale are often 
'flipped' by non-cartographers. In this Atlas, those expressions 
are replaced by broad-scale vs fine-scale, respectively. 
Explanation in Appendix 2: Cartography. 

opposed to more traditional 2D "map" tabs—that can be rotated and 
viewed from any perspective. It's similar to tilt-view in Google Earth, but 
way more sophisticated, allowing the intrepid 'mouse-pilot' to virtually fly, 
for example, not just over but inside a forest-canopy point cloud.

All this can remain 'under-the-hood' if you so desire. Our biogeographic 
atlas can be as flat and predictable as a paper road map—or as lush as 
a bear encounter, minus the smell, maybe. Either way, we want to hear 
from you; how can we sharpen this tool for your study and stewardship of 
Greater Chilkat Watershed?   

fundamental difference between what anyone 
would call a "map"—a Rand-McNally road map, 
say—and the cellphone picture you just snapped 
of your friends? Or (shudder) a selfie? Even that 
selfie is a map of your face. Why excommunicate 
these info-rich graphics from the realm of cartog-
raphy? It can't just be a matter of scale. I think 
you'd agree that a map of mite-roads through a 
2-inch-square liverwort jungle is still a map.

I also confronted this question when segregat-
ing out the Navy's 1926-&-29 oblique air photos, 
shot opportunistically over the sides of their 
biplane cockpits. In our companion Featured 
landscapes atlas, these are grouped with pedes-
trian historical photos taken pretty-much horizon-
tally on the plain old ground. 

Meanwhile, those same Navy pilots shot 
vertically-downward (nadir) images through a 
hatch in the fuselage belly that could be removed 
when airborne. Those images, stitched and geore-
ferenced, do populate my GIS project for Greater 
Chilkat Watershed.

I guess one qualitative difference is that a 
map usually involves some degree of spatial 
referencing. It normally 'knows' where it is in 
the world, and can be compared, or overlaid, 
upon other views of that terrain. Until recently, 
almost all maps assumed a nadir perspective, if 
only because things get really messy and hard to 
measure when you drift into oblique angles. 

That's changing, however, as cartography 
matures. The new version of ArcMap—ArcGIS 
Pro—allows us to quickly set up a "scene"—as 

 1926

U
S

 N
av

y
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Using this atlas  
As reflected in our table of contents, the sequence of sections and 
chapters in this atlas follows a pretty standard approach to landscape 
description, working from the ground up. Beginning with bedrock 
foundations, then glacial and hydrologic histories and legacies, we 
move through biology (habitats, critters, etc) and conclude with cultural 
patterns. Landscape format best fits most maps and photos, and is also 
best for navigation on phones and tablets.

Hopefully, this atlas will be equally valuable as a quick 'lookup' 
reference—launching in Acrobat on your laptop—or as something to 
settle-in with for longer reading sessions. For the latter, my personal 
preference is to kick back with the pdf on tablet. As noted above, that's 
a particularly rich platform for high-res 3D viewing under a pocket 
stereoscope. Sure beats sitting at a keyboard for long passive stretches 
of reading. 

But for jumping around in the document, zooming in on maps, or 
digitally annotating with 'yellow-stickies, no phone or tablet can keep up with a mouse-
equipped computer running Acrobat. Here's some tools to load permanently to your 
header, which will much enhance your pdf-navigating. From left to right: 

1) Marquis zoom tool. Draw a box to zoom precisely! Forget that time-sucking, trial-
&-error "+" tool to get to the desired zoom level. 2) Return-to-previous view, invalu-
able reset from marquis-zooming, or recovering that place you 
abandoned in a 'by-the-way' detour, 48 pages back. 3) Contex-
tual search tool. If you type in "cottonwood," unlike simpler searches that just jump 
sequentially through every occurrance, you see a list of sentences in which cottonwood 
appears. Gets you to helpful info way faster. 4) Yellow highlighter, for marking text 
you'll return to.  5) Yellow stickynote. For adding comments & questions.

Helping us build it  The pdf and printed [?] versions of this atlas are just the 
tip of an online 'iceberg.' The real living atlas inhabits our websites — LCC & 
JuneauNature>GCW —and a collection of ArcGIS Online projects that allow you to 
explore the many data layers. This layered presentation gives you considerable freedom 
in both browsing and creating. You might choose, for example, to customize your own 
map for any portion of Greater Chilkat Watershed, with your choice of base (raster) 

imagery and vector overlays.1  
Geopdfs  At JuneauNature you can access a growing library of 

downloadable maps and orthophotos for Greater Chilkat Watershed. 
These are spatially-referenced pdfs for your device. Loaded to an app 
such as Avenza you can venture off-line into poor cell-coverage with just 
the GPS on your device, watching your position on the map, recording 
tracks & photopoints. Our map-library includes custom features such as 
stream, forest and bedrock types, not available on more generic naviga-
tion apps. 

Geopdfs are linked-to from our companion atlas of Featured land-
scapes, and described more thoroughly there in Introduction>Geopdfs. 
The free version of Avenza only allows 3 geopdfs at once on your 
device, so just remember to clean out the folder and reload for each hike 
into a different area.

1 Raster-vector distinction and other mapping esoterica are defined in Appendix 2. As of midsummer, 
2021, I haven't created ArcGIS Online map presentations, but still consider these the most flexible options 
for GCW cartography. 

https://www.lynncanalconservation.org/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/places/southeast-alaska/chilkat-province/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/tools/field-navigation/
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